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pam@gphurd.com

From: pam@gphurd.com
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 11:58 AM
To: pam@gphurd.com
Subject: Swedish Sojourn - 1 - The Beginning - 2 weeks of teaching

Hi Everyone, 
 
I hadn’t really intended to write up our Swedish trip, but the entire visit was so good I wanted to keep a written record 
of the trip, so thought I’d share it too. 

    

   
George & I spent June & some of July on our pad in Texas visiting with family.  It was a great visit & we decided next year 
we’ll stay there for 2 months!  Then we headed a little north to Tulsa, OK for the ICBDA convention.  After dancing all 
week at the convention center, we quickly drove our RV up to Northern Colorado to park & get settled at a friend’s to 
prepare for our Swedish trip.  We flew from Denver to Copenhagen & we were picked up at the airport by Yngve & 
Ingrid.  They drove us to Osby, Sweden to have dinner & visit their beautiful home that was designed by Yngve.  It is an 
amazing place – a beautiful blend of function, comfort, & style.  Wish we could steal the design & transport it to a 
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mountainside property in the US somewhere!  Even their door is gorgeous with their names inscribed in the glass.  And 
note the copper kokopelli – they must have been to Arizona! 

  

  

 
While Yngve was fixing dinner, we followed Ingrid to their personal dock to relax & have a pre-dinner drink.  Their lake is 
beautiful & we even enjoyed seeing some of the local wild life (a neighbor’s huge 6’ monkey & rabbit???? – Yngve says 
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he has absolutely no idea what inspired these statutes, but they were placed there about a year ago!).  He wanted to 
make sure we noticed that they have special wildlife here in Sweden too! 

  

  

 
Dinner was a traditional Swedish dish called Pytt i Panna.  It is basically a mix of pan fried ingredients – typically made 
with whatever leftovers are on hand.  Yngve had used beef, mushrooms, & onions and we topped it with a raw egg that 
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cooked like a gravy when we poured it onto the hot mixture on our plate.  It was yummy yummy yummy!  Especially 
when it was accompanied with the lovely view of the garden & lake!  Definitely a positive start to our Swedish 
adventure! 

    

   
The next morning Yngve drove us the couple hours to Janne & Astrid’s home in Karlskrona.  That evening we got to see 
the beautiful venue where we’d be teaching the next couple of weeks.  Wow!  It’s gorgeous!  3 walls of glass, facing the 
bay of Karlskrona.  We have been here twice before to teach, but never at this venue.  We also got to experience the 
long summer evenings – sun didn’t set until after 10pm.  Awesome!   
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Over the next 2 weeks we did 2 separate weekly sessions – one for the Ph 4/5 Group and one for the Ph 5/6 Group.  For 
each, we started with a Sunday evening meet & greet dance and then followed that with 3 clinic sessions, 5 evening 
dances, 4 dances fully taught & 2 review sessions.    
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George got help cueing each night from some of the attendees.  Only managed a picture of one of them – but love this 
photo of George & Birgit.  She & Martin are coming to visit us in Mesa this coming March!  Yippee!  
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During the 2 weeks, Janne & Astrid took us to a variety of places for lunch – from lovely buffets with views of the city or 
the harbor, to a Sports Bar for pizza & even one day for an ice cream cone lunch!!!!  One day we met our German friends 
at a Thai restaurant. 
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On our morning off during the first week, we headed to the center square of town to see the Mariner Museum.  It is very 
well done, with exhibitions about lots of historical ships.  There are huge areas with full size dioramas about life on 
board the military vessels & several rooms with real figure heads from years past.  There are full ships around the 
outside to board & investigate.  There is a separate building that a collection of boats representing a historical march 
through time explaining how they were built & various uses.  There is even an area to go below water level & view some 
of the ship wrecked remains still in the harbor!  Feels funny to see the fish swimming past!  Karlskrona is fully a military 
city – the Swedish Royal Navy basically established it in 1680 when they moved south to have an ice free harbor for 
defense against the Danes.  It also has a wonderful buffet where we ate before heading to our afternoon review & 
evening dance.  
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We had the Saturday off in between the 2 sessions & we put it to good use!  We met with Jose & Rob (from 
Netherlands) and Werner & Mariette (from Belgium) to take a ferry through the Karlskrona archipelago.  Got a extra 
benefit as we were waiting for the boat - we got to meet Astrid’s sister & brother-in-law who were just out for a 
morning stroll!  The main lands coast line was lined with beautiful homes & it seemed that most of the local population 
& the tourist were out to enjoy the sunshine! 
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The views along the way were wonderful.  We enjoyed the sailboats, the light houses, an adorable swan family, an 
occasional stretch of greenery, & the lovely fountain in the main harbor of Karlskrona.  After a fabulous morning on the 
water, we all went out to eat & then ended the day with an after party at Astrid & Janne’s.  Sheer Perfection! 
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Both weeks on Wednesday night, we had an after party in front of the dance hall out by the water.  Usually there would 
have been grilled hot dogs, but due to the severe drought situation throughout Sweden, all fires were banned – 
including personal grills!  Now would probably be a good time to mention that we experienced record high 
temperatures for most of the time we were in Sweden this time.  They were having the most extremely hot summer in 
260 years of recorded history!  And there was no air conditioning in the hall, hotels, or most homes throughout 
Sweden.  The dancers persevered, but it was certainly hot dancing!  But back to the After Party, Yngve served boiled hot 
dogs & everyone seemed to enjoy them just as much!  It was really a nice time to visit & enjoy the gorgeous sunset.   
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I’ll close this first epilogue with some photos of another oddity that happened while we were in our first 2 weeks.  It was 
a lunar eclipse & they called it the Blood Moon.  We were lucky enough to get views of it from Janne & Astrid’s 
deck.  Worked well with wine & cheese! 
 
So next stop is our 10 days of sightseeing.  Hang tight & I’ll get this done! 
 
Lots of love,  
 

Pamela & George 
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pam@gphurd.com

From: pam@gphurd.com
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 3:04 PM
To: pam@gphurd.com
Subject: Swedish Sojourn - 2 - Linköping & the Canal

Hi Everyone, 
 
I can’t wait to share the bit of Sweden that we got to experience in our 10 day tour.  Let’s go! 

      

 
After taking Saturday to get luggage packed, we headed out on our road trip with Janne & Astrid at a leisurely 10am.  It 
was a easy drive to our first stop – Linköping, a due north drive to the city of 153,000 still in Southern 
Sweden.  Especially easy for us, as Janne did all the driving & we relaxed in the back seat with our computers!  Astrid 
pointed out this interesting statutes on the cliffside along the road.  Unsure what the dog was about, but the other is a 
representation of Briget of Sweden, born as Birgitta Birgersdotter – the only Swedish Saint (she is the namesake of our 
Birgitta!) and one of the six patron saints of Europe.   
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After getting checked in at the Scandic Hotel, we walked into the center of town to visit the Gamla Linköping (old 
town).  It is an open air museum with actual buildings from the late 1800’s & early 1900’s that were moved here to 
preserve history.  Most of them are even completely furnished with historical items from the original owners.  Most of 
the docents were young people dressed in historical garb.  One couple had been working for the past 2 weeks in a home 
kitchen with the original coal oven.  With the extreme heat – they deserved hazard pay! 
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One thing that George & I really enjoyed was getting to make a rope together!  The docent showed us many different 
types of ropes & explained how they used to have one extremely long building so that a continuous rope could be made 
for use of the sailing boats, but then the invention of machines ended these old time practices.  George got to turn the 
wheel to twist the rope & I held it tight with a weight & walked towards him as it got tighter.  The docent said ours was 
really wound tightly because I resisted & walked slowly while George was spinning the wheel quickly.  What a team! 
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The rest of our walk through the town showed us actively cultivated gardens, beautiful backyards, & an old fire 
department.  Wow!  Those are some heavy looking hoses! 
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We walked back to our hotel & waited a little bit for Åke & Birgitta to arrive.  Then we headed to the main town square 
& enjoyed some socializing while we planned the next day’s adventure!  Found out later that Bernt had gone to college 
here.  Another spectacular sunset! 
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I’m throwing these pictures in just for my niece, Rebecca.  They are CAKES!  Amazing.  We noticed the shop just off the 
square as we were walking back to our cars.  Especially  love the Family Bible!  Just unbelievable. 
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The next morning we left the Scandic pretty early & took a short drive to Berg to board the M/S Wasa Lejon for a short 
ride on the Gotä Canal.  The Gotä Canal stretches from the Baltic Sea to the eastern edge of the Vänern Lake.  It has 58 
locks and was built between 1810 & 1832 by 58,000 Swedish soldiers who dug an amazing 87km of it by 
hand!  Throughout the 19th century it was a very important transport route for goods & passengers.  Today it is one of 
the best known & most popular tourist attractions!  We took a cruise on what is considered the most interesting stretch 
from Berg to Borensberg.  Janne & Åke took the vehicles by road while George, Astrid, Birgitta & I enjoyed the cruise. 
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Astrid fought her way through all the pushy European tourists & got us a perfect spot on the top deck with chairs & 
room to move around to take pictures!!  We were soon lifting anchor & off on our adventure.  It took us about an hour 
to climb up about 100 meters with the help of about 6 locks & go about .3 miles! 
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Once we got through the main grouping of locks, the most interesting thing was all the bridges that had to raise or slide 
open to allow us to pass through.  Sometimes it looked like the canal was not wide enough for our boat! 
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Twice our boat in the canal crossed over a street, called an Aquaduct.  That was really cool.  George remembered that 
we did that once on the Danube.  I had forgotten about it.  But most of the rest of the 3 hour cruise was lovely calm 
pastoral scenes.  The sky was a beautiful blue & it was a fabulous morning! We had gotten really lucky & it was only low 
70’s with a breeze that kept us cool. 
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We only had 2 other boats pass us, both sail boats & they seemed to be traveling together.  The only animals we saw 
were sheep!  Including a sweet little black lamb! 
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As we came to the end of the cruise, there were some huge homes alongside the canal.  
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We made it to through the last lock to find our drivers waiting for us!  The last lock was manually opened & shut by 2 
women!  Looked like a pretty strenuous job, but they were doing a darn good job! 
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Janne & Åke had already scouted out our luncheon spot, so we walked across the canal to a lovely restaurant with 
outdoor seating & a choice of chicken or salmon for lunch.   
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Within a couple of hours, we had arrived in Ludvika, where we got to stay at Bernt & Anette’s!  They have a beautiful 
home with flowers everywhere (how does she keep all the flowers soooo beautiful when they are constantly off 
traveling, hiking & dancing???).  We enjoyed a lovely evening with drinks & chattering, & a fabulous dinner.  We are so 
very lucky to have friends like this! 
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About midnight we took a last look at the gorgeous sunset – yep, that’s what I said – midnight & sunset!  I love 
Sweden!  Off to bed – tomorrow we head to the mountains! 
 
Lots of love, 
 

Pamela & George  
********************************************************************************* 
Check out our web site! Hurd's Round Dance Home Page  
Check out our dance demo videos www.DanceRounds.info 
Look at pictures, videos, & Photo books on Shutterfly  http://pamspicts.shutterfly.com  
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pam@gphurd.com

From: pam@gphurd.com
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 9:06 AM
To: 'pam@gphurd.com'
Subject: Swedish Sojourn - 3 - Heading to the Mountains

Hi Everyone, 
 
It’s time to head to the mountains for our hiking adventure!  We were the last up, about 7:30am!  Breakfast was all laid 
out & we feasted on soft boiled eggs, yogurt, cheese, yummy breads, cereal, & lots of good Swedish coffee!  With fresh 
berries – both blueberries & my favorite – lingonberries!! 
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Soon we’re separated into the various vehicles & on the road.  Expecting a 5 to 6 hour drive today as we head northwest 
to the border of Norway – a region called Dalarna.  There was actually quite a lot of traffic, but roads were nice & our 
drive was superb!  George & I sat in the back seat – watching the countryside fly by & playing on our computers! 
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Our drive was bottom to top from red arrow to red arrow.  We only made one real stop (at the blue star).  For ice cream 
& coffee (of course!!!).  It was a mid size community of 20,000 called Mora that’s on the shore of Sweden’s 6th largest 
lake, Siljan.  We were already in Dalarna province.  The ice cream was delicious of course & sitting on the top deck of a 
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permanently docked boat to enjoy it was quite different!  While we were there, folks would come up in their small 
boats, hook up & come on board to enjoy their eats & drinks.  Really fun! 

    

  

 
We did make an interesting “potty” stop.  It was one of the many cabins that are available to the public as they cross the 
country on foot or skis or bikes.  They are always clean & have platforms for their sleeping bags & wood stoves to keep 
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them warm!  There are picnic tables & outhouses.  This one was on a pretty little lake and the ground was covered in 
berry bushes – lingon berries, blueberries, & many I could not recognize!  All apparently edible!  At least I saw no ill 
effects on Astrid or Birgitta who were popping them all in their mouths! 

    

   
We all met up in Idre, the last little community before we got to Grövelsjön.  It had a wonderful little restaurant (how 
about that sod roof!!!), a really nice grocery store & a System Byloget (state run liquor, beer, & wine store).  We filled all 
3 vehicles with food & drink & drove the last few miles to our lodge.  Have no idea what the metal statue was built to 
represent, but he was larger than life & scary looking!  By the way, the restaurant also had a choice of set menus for 
lunch.  I got schnitzle, pommefritts, salad, canned drink & coffee and George got a full size cheese pizza & beer for 
$36.  Not bad, huh?  Pretty standard price for a full lunch.   
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The last 15 miles was not only gorgeous scenery, but we passed tons of Caribou all along the road.  Saw a moose too, 
but passed by too quickly to get a picture.  Long ago, we were told that the only difference between “reindeer” & 
Caribou is that Caribou are wild and “reindeer” are actually farmed or raised.  Apparently these guys are like “free 
range” Caribou!  They are owned by locals, but in huge herds that are allowed to wander everywhere & are only 
rounded up once a year to count them & brand the new babies.  We saw more when we were hiking – more about that 
later.  Caught a glimpse of this snow white one alongside the road.  Beautiful, huh? 
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We soon got checked in to our room at the Grövelsjön Lodge.  Our room was in the new section of the main 
lodge.  More a fancy hostel than a hotel, the rooms were small, but functional.  Ours did have a ensuite shower/toilet, 
but most did not & there was a huge communty shower room & several toilets on every floor.  You didn’t get service in 
the rooms, but you could turn in your sheets & towels at any time for clean ones.  There were radiators for heat & 
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windows to open.  We were lucky to have mostly clear skies & low 80’s for daytime & down in the 50’s at 
night.  Perfect!  Although all of Sweden had been experiencing a drought this year, the greenery here belied the 
seriousness of it.  A bit further north there was a raging forest fire, but we didn’t see smoke & any other problems from 
it, although any open flame was banned, including outdoor grills.  The others all had rooms in the small separate 
building that we could see from our window.  That building also included a huge public kitchen (including lots of 
dishes/utensils) & dining room & an outdoor deck that ran the length of the building along the back & side.  This is one 
of several lodges that are run by a Swedish organization that encourages nature & cultural tourism in Sweden.  You can 
join & get discounts both for rooms & equipment available at the lodges.  Anyway, we got settled in & met for our first 
Mountain Happy Hour!! 

  

   
While we were enjoying our drinks, another guest came over & mentioned they had seen a Wagtail that was trapped in 
someone’s car!  Sure enough it was Bernt & Anette’s!  We tried to help it get out, but it was too panicky & just fluttered 
back & forth!  It was gone the next day, so we all assumed it had found it’s own way out! 
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With so much beauty around us & the long light evening sun available, we decided to go for our first hike.  Just a short 
one, a couple of miles down to the lake.  The first part of the path was called Trollstigen & was decorated with little 
faces & rocks.   
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The main path was a mix of gravel, & boards across boggy areas.  There were myriad trails off the main path, but our 
fearless leaders knew the way!  The little creatures were adorable!! 
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After we got into the woods, the trail became strewn with pine needles & moss.  This one huge tree was written up in 
the trail description as being very old – several hundreds of years.  It was beautiful & looked really healthy.  I read 
several articles that the oldest living tree in the world, 9550 old, was found in Sweden in this province, 
Dalarna.  Although it’s trunk is only a few hundred years old, the roots keep regenerating & so it’s actually the root 
system that is so old.    
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We made our way down to Lake Grovelsjon.  We had intended on taking a boat tour that would take us into Norway on 
this lake & then we would hike back.  Unfortunately when we tried to book at the lodge, we found it was sold out.  After 
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we saw the tiny little boat – we understood why!  Just our group would have sold it out!  Oh well!  The lake was 
absolutely gorgeous – so still & serene.  Saw another little White Wagtail – this one had decided to stay out of car grills! 

   
We ended our first night in the Swedish mountains with a spectacular sunset with great friends!   
 
More to come!  Stay with us! 
 
Love ya, 
 

Pamela & George  
********************************************************************************* 
Check out our web site! Hurd's Round Dance Home Page  
Check out our dance demo videos www.DanceRounds.info 
Look at pictures, videos, & Photo books on Shutterfly  http://pamspicts.shutterfly.com  
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pam@gphurd.com

From: pam@gphurd.com
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 9:15 AM
To: 'pam@gphurd.com'
Subject: Swedish Sojourn - 4 - Hiking in Dalarna

Good Morning Everyone, 
 
No reason to dilly dally.  We have things to talk about & show you! 
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The Swedes had done the research to figure out where we should go, so the only thing George & I had to do was rent 
some heavy duty hiking boots & a back pack & follow the leader!  Lucky us!  They had chosen a path today that would 
give us some altitude gain for some beautiful views.  Most of the mountains in this area were in the 3000 – 4000’ 
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range.  The walking was pretty easy, but a steady uphill climb.  The views were lovely.  We were enjoying the 70’s temps 
& mostly clear blue skies. 

    

   
A Caribou posed at the top of the ridge.  What a rack!!!!  Loved seeing the tons of berries & really unusual mushrooms in 
the ground cover.  In the distance was Lake Grövelsjön & we even got to see the boat head off to Norway! 
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Our hike to the top of the mountain was noted by a humongous cell tower!  We had made it up pretty easily with open 
views all around us. 
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It was a bit windy up on top, so we found a sheltered spot on the side to the maintenance shed & shrugged off the back 
packs for a little coffee break!  Yep, the Swedes had actually brought Hot Coffee with some biscuits & 
sandwiches!  Didn’t waste much time, soon, the packs were back on & we were off again! 
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Didn’t see much in the way of wildlife.  Spotted this European Golden Plover.  He was busy singing to us!  And a close up 
of the ground cover was fascinating!  We were mostly just walking across this – no discernable path on the way 
down.  We were still heading away from the lodge – just a gradual slopping hillside into a valley. 

  

 
We could see lots of Caribou munching all around us.  Helicopters whop whopped overhead.  Apparently they were the 
“shepherds!”  Pretty technical herders!!! 
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We made it down to a “road.”  Someone had spent a fortune on making these tiny bridges over soft spots.  Not really 
wide enough for a car, so assuming they were for 4 wheelers.  More “herding” gear maybe?  I claimed a Caribou bone 
for a souvenir (piece of an antler???) & then George took a seat for a while as our leaders discussed our next heading. 
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Believe it or not, there was a regular street sign in the midst of all these trails!  Pointed the way back to the lodge, we 
started back.  We were about a half hour wrong – got caught in a cold hard rain!  Made the last of the hike pretty cold & 
dreary, but the Swedes were thrilled that we had finally experienced true Swedish weather!  Ha!  No pictures, my 
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camera wasn’t water proof!  Thank goodness for our good hiking boots.  Made tramping through the soggy ground easy 
peasy! 

  

  

 
After taking a short break to dry out & take a little nap, we met up to discuss evening options.  Turns out there was an 
activity room available downstairs, so we got to dance for about an hour!  Practiced all the dances we had taught in our 
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2 weeks prior!  It was great fun.  For some reason, I didn’t get any pictures of the room itself – only of the views out of 
the windows!   

 
Janne fixed us pasta for our evening meal & we relaxed out on the deck with a few glasses of wine & some great 
conversation!  Headed to bed fairly early, we had more hiking to do tomorrow! 
 
Hope you are loving Sweden as much as we do!!!!!  We’ll continue soon! 
 
Love ya, 
 

Pamela & George  
********************************************************************************* 
Check out our web site! Hurd's Round Dance Home Page  
Check out our dance demo videos www.DanceRounds.info 
Look at pictures, videos, & Photo books on Shutterfly  http://pamspicts.shutterfly.com  
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pam@gphurd.com

From: pam@gphurd.com
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 6:43 PM
To: 'pam@gphurd.com'
Subject: Swedish Sojourn - 5 Hiking to Norway

Good Morning All! 
 
Let’s continue with our time in the Swedish Mountains! 

    

 
We headed out about 9:30am to hike past the lake & west to see a waterfall.  We were heading towards the border of 
Norway.  It was a gorgeous morning!  We started out on the Troll path again.  The different icons were amazing! 
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There was a road sign to point us in the right direction – we were heading to the Silverfallet – only 4 km.  The lake 
narrowed to a creek flowing under a nice bridge at this point.  The sign explained that Storvatteshagna is the mountain 
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in the 270 square miles of the Reserve at 3950’.  It had lots of names of different flora we would see & mentioned that 
the Reindeer mostly belong to the Idre Sami Village.  Sami is the name of the local natives here. 

  

  

 
The trail was well marked & varied between wooden slats to gravel & lumber steps & just regular gravel paths.  We once 
again continually gained altitude & enjoyed the view of the lake below us!   
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We took a short water break at a shelter for the long distance travelers – protection from the cold and/or wet!  This 
places are really nice! 
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We soon came upon a clear little babbling brook.  It was lovely walking alongside – made me want to sing “I love to go 
a’wandering, along a mountain path – and as I go, I love to sing – a knapsack on my back!!” 
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We soon found a place to settle in for our picnic break.  Just before the falls.  All the Swede’s had a drink from the crystal 
clear mountain stream.  George & I stuck to the coffee!  Note the Fire weed blooming behind the guys.  Not quite to the 
tippy top, so no snow for at least a couple of months!  At least according to Alaskan folklore! 
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As we continued by the Falls, we had to ford the little creek.  Janne took the route right at the head of the Falls & we all 
thought he was nuts!  But turned out that was the easiest place to cross!  No one fell, but it was wider, deeper, & more 
slippery further on! 
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After following the little creek a short ways, we realized the major path was once again on the other side!  So we had to 
cross over again!  But thanks to our sturdy hiking boots, we all made it safely once again!  Otherwise the walk was quite 
easy. 
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There had been a fence to our left & Bernt had mentioned that the other side of the fence was Norway!  Soon we came 
to a gate.  We just had to go through so that we could say we had hiked all the way to Norway!  AND that we had visited 
Norway on this trip!  There was a sign up – it was in pretty bad shape.  You could just barely see that it said  Norge 
(Norway) on one side & Sverige (Sweden) on the other!   
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We saw a few more Caribou lounging under the one & only tree in the surrounding area!  And just like yesterday’s hike, 
there were a variety of trail conditions.  And take note that the weather was once again what we had become 
accustomed to for Swedish summer!  Probably high 70’s & blue skies dotted with clouds.  Heavenly.   
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Too soon we could see the lake again.  After a short discussion on trail options, we took a side trail that led more directly 
to the lake.  Came upon another of the Public access cabins.  Quite a large group taking advantage of this one, both to 
fish & relax.  Never saw anything being caught, but assumed there would be fish around. 
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Just after making it back across the lake, Birgitta suggested we deserved an ice cream break.  We would never ever 
argue with that sentiment!  I didn’t get a picture, but the Magnum’s were really good!  Ichi enjoyed the break but was 
disgusted that he didn’t get an ice cream of his own. 
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After taking a short break to relax (& nap), we met for Happy Hour out on the deck.  A nice size herd of Caribou 
wandered down below us to keep us entertained while we discussed our day! 
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We decided to celebrate our last night in the mountains with dinner at the lodge.  It was supposed to be really 
special.  The food was just so so, it was buffet style for the main course & the salad and the dessert were served.  We got 
irritated because they came around & told the tables when they could go up for the main course.  By the time they 
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called us, they had run out of the mixed vegetables.  Heard later that they were not very good anyway.  Gave them a 
negative write up on Trip Advisor.  Glad the rest of the experience at the lodge was all good!! 

  

 
But the best part of the evening was being with our friends & enjoying the fabulous sunset views!!  So ended out time in 
the Swedish mountains!!! 
 
Stay tuned for further adventures!!! 
 
Love ya, 
 

Pamela & George  
********************************************************************************* 
Check out our web site! Hurd's Round Dance Home Page  
Check out our dance demo videos www.DanceRounds.info 
Look at pictures, videos, & Photo books on Shutterfly  http://pamspicts.shutterfly.com  
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pam@gphurd.com

From: pam@gphurd.com
Sent: Saturday, October 13, 2018 11:30 AM
To: 'pam@gphurd.com'
Subject: Swedish Sojourn 6 - South Ludvika & on to Jönköping

Hello Friends & Family, 
 
I hope this finds you all well & ready to hit the road! 

    

 
Up about 7am & down to breakfast about 8:45am.  Had had to strip the bed & leave everything ready for someone to 
bring in clean things for the next party.  And make sure everything was packed & ready to go as soon as we had 
breakfast.  Not sure why I never got any photos of the breakfast lay out.  It was really quite amazing.  They not only had 
all the regular Swedish breakfast food – several types of yogurt, several types of cereal, muesli, lots of raw nuts, soft & 
hard boiled eggs, probably 10 types of cheese, both hard (like crackers) & crusty bread, berries, fruit, coffee, but also 
stuff for folks to take for lunch.  And very organized.  There were spigots set up for folks to fill up their water bottles 
too.  And of course glass windows surrounding the entire room with views of the area.  We were definitely lucky in the 
timing of our visit.  It was quite cloudy, cool, & misty.  Would not be an American type of day to hike!  So the ropes were 
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for practicing high wire walking!  I saw several folks trying it – never managed to get a picture of them.  Quite interesting 
– just regular everyday looking folks & they were trying to walk on those small ropes.  Some were quite good! 

  

  

 
I didn’t take many pictures at the first part of the road trip back to Ludvika because it was pretty bleak – foggy & 
rainy.  But a bit past the half way point, it had cleared up & we took a short side trip through Tallberg (any relation 
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Ric????) which is just at the south eastern tip of the Siljan lake (remember where we had the ice cream in the boat – 
that is at the northwestern tip of that lake).  Bernt had suggested this detour & it was quite a joy.  Only took about a half 
hour.  Apparently it is quite a tourist attraction – there are lots of hotels & resorts in the area.  The first thing we saw 
was that lots of homes had different versions of the May poles that Swede’s enjoy so much.  Also beautiful views of the 
lake. 

    

   
We were looking for a place to pull off & walk around a little & found this adorable telephone booth with several old 
style phones exhibited & some precious decorations. 
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Besides the beautiful homes & area, we saw several examples of the traditional style of Swedish fencing.  Perfect 
example of taking advantage of available supplies.  Functional & still visually pleasing. 
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We stopped for a short, but lovely lunch in Leksand.  Lots of luncheon choices (always including coffee!!) & reasonably 
priced.  Now would be a good time to mention that EVERYWHERE in Sweden you see signs advertising Pizza & 
Kebab.  We found that incredibly funny.  Never associated Pizza with Kebab’s, but it is on every corner in every town in 
Sweden.  And apparently they are always run by an Euasian type of person (hope this is a politically incorrect statement 
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– it’s just a simple fact!) – maybe Afganistani?  They are good – whomever they are!!!  My lunch was called a Kabab 
Salad – it had some sort of meat (lamb?) with pineapple, grilled mushrooms, & various regular green salad ingredients - 
yummy. 
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Soon we were back at Anette & Bernt’s.  We took another look at some of her many flowers, then off for a 
walk.  Basically a large loop around a lake, although we didn’t get very close to the lake, but caught a glimpse of it 
occasionally.  We were on some neighborhood streets, but mostly on smoothly asphalted paths through the 
woods.  Anette said they were groomed cross country ski trails during the winter. 

    

   
I continued my fascination with the traditional fences.  Even in this neighborhood, there were several versions.   
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We came upon a downed tree blocking our path.  A gentleman was hard at work clearing.  I believe it had fallen.  I think 
he said he had realized it was having issues, but hadn’t managed to get anything done about it before it fell.  Further 
along, we came upon a pretty little brook.  After we got back to the house, Bernt grilled us hamburgers!!!  A common 
American meal in Sweden!  Of course the Swede’s eat their hamburgers with a knife & fork, so that makes it appear not 
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so common!!  Anyway, we spent a last evening together with the 8 of us (actually Åke & Birgitta left early to visit with 
some other friends) & we headed for bed!  I forgot to get a last Swedish Mountain Sunset picture! 

  

 
Said our final goodbyes to Bernt & Anette & hit the road south to Jönköping.  The plan was to meet there & take an 
evening tour of the city with Åke & Birgitta.  This was the town where Birgitta was born & raised.  However, she hasn’t 
lived there in more than 50 years, so there have been quite a lot of changes.  It is in what is considered the Bible belt of 
Sweden. 
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With our trusty driver Janne, we soon made it to Lake Vättern, the second largest lake in Sweden & the 6th largest lake in 
all of Europe!  It’s total surface area is 738 square miles with an average depth of 135’, but it’s lowest point is actually 
420’.  It has a perimeter of 628 miles!  The name seems to be a blend from the Swedish word Vatten for water & vätter 
which means forest or lake spirits!  Just as we got to the northern most edge, there was a rest stop with a paved walking 
path.  Perfect for a “pit” stop & stretching our legs.  Only about a 15 minute walk under the bridge to the other side of 
the road.  Took a quick shot of the huge fish skeleton on the cliff side.  Unsure what it meant other that a suggestion to 
fish here?    The bridge was quite beautiful.  Makes you feel good to see such lovely construction. 
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We tried to stop for lunch at Gyllene Uttern.  It is a famous hotel/restaurant on the Lake with several 
restaurants.  Unfortunately the wait for seating, even in the bar, was more than a half hour, so we decided to use the 
toilets, look at the view & move along!  The very next stop was a service station with a restaurant upstairs.  We enjoyed 
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a lovely lunch for a reasonable price.  Strangely enough, the weather took a drastic change for the worse & it started 
raining pretty hard.  Glad we weren’t paying a huge price for lunch while we got soaked!! 

  

  

 
Within a half hour, we had arrived in Jönköping, at our hotel.  It was a bit of a chore to get to the hotel, strange one way 
streets with odd rotary entrances & sudden dead ends.  We could see the hotel – it was huge & right on the lake – just 
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couldn’t get there!!!  Glad we weren’t driving!  Finally made it & luckily had a little break in the rain to park & run inside 
to get checked in.  Our room was quite nice & had a lovely view of Lake Vättern & the canal. 

    

  
Just after we got to our rooms, we got a couple of phone calls.  First, from Ake & Birgitta – they had traveled down the 
west side of the lake & run into a really rough rain storm.  It had tired them out & they decided rather than stopping in 
Jonkoping & setting up in the rain, they would continue on home.  Then Janne & Astrid got a notification that their 
power was off at home.  They spent a little while arranging for their son to go there & check it out, while George & I got 
settled in & took a short rest.  There was a break in the rain, so we decided to walk around the area.   
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The central part of town was very clean & neat & very well arranged.  Lots of predestrian walkways (hence the difficulty 
in driving around! – no straight path to get into town!).   
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We settled back into our hotel room & watched some DWTS & SYTYCD shows (the Swede’s see the same shows as we 
do & they knew all the professionals & most of the stars too!).  The weather continued to get better, so we decided to 
go back out for a walk around Münksjön Lake – a local favorite for walking & jogging, as suggested by the hotel!  Once 
again, we had a broken tree blocking our path!  Humm?  Must have been some hilatious winds recently! 
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The lights were really pretty on the lake.  We enjoyed watching quite a lot of folks fishing around the lake.  Apprently it 
was the opening weekend to fish for the local crawfish/small rock lobster, or whatever you choose to call them.  Amazed 
that there were so many in this little lake in town, but folks had out pots all around the lake.  Saw lot of folks with bags 
full of the wriggling creatures, but the only ones that we talked to about them claimed that the take was way way down 
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this year.  Assumed it was to do with the extreme heat & drought.  It was about a 4 mile walk around the lake, so it was 
getting dark as we got back to the central city again.  Made for a lovely end to the evening! 
 
Tomorrow we make our way west to our last major stop – Göteborg.  Stay with us! 
 
Love ya, 
 

Pamela & George  
********************************************************************************* 
Check out our web site! Hurd's Round Dance Home Page  
Check out our dance demo videos www.DanceRounds.info 
Look at pictures, videos, & Photo books on Shutterfly  http://pamspicts.shutterfly.com  
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gphurd@aol.com

From: gphurd@aol.com
Sent: Saturday, October 13, 2018 11:51 AM
To: 'pam@gphurd.com'
Subject: Swedish Sojourn 7 - Göteborg, the 1st Day 

Good Evening Everyone, 
 
Can’t wait to share this lovely city with you!  Let’s go! 
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We enjoyed a leisurely breakfast at the hotel before taking the less than 2 hours drive west to Göteborg.  We got there 
too early to actually check in to our rooms, but we parked in the underground parking & started our walking tour of the 
city.  This city is the second largest in Sweden (after Stockholm – the capital) and the 5th largest of all the Nordic 
countries) with a population of about 570,000 (1,000,000 in the metroplex).  It’s position on the west coast of Sweden 
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with access to the North Sea & about halfway between Oslo (capital of Norway) & Copenhagen (capital of Denmark) 
helped to make it an important trading city.  It has a more moderate climate than other areas at its similar latitude due 
to the nearby Gulf Stream.  While we were there, a newscast stated that the Nuclear Power plants had to shut down 
because the sea water warmed above the temperatures required to cool the core!  Another example of the record 
breaking heat wave throughout Sweden & all of Europe. 
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Janne & Astrid had a plan for how we would get to know the city & it started with a tour of the Gothenburg Botanical 
Garden, established in 1923.  It’s considered to be one of the best in all of Europe!  Unfortunately, it was being prepared 
for an annual celebration & hundreds of tents, booths, & entertainment venues were being built, so it was much noisier 
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than usual with tons of workers & equipment throughout the park.  It was basically across the street from our hotel!! By 
the way – there are 2 different spellings for the city name -  Göteborg is the common Swedish spelling, while in English 
(as on Google), you see Gothenburg.  I’ve tried to mostly use the Swedish, but our keyboard doesn’t have their other 
letters, so it’s rather difficult to put them in – mostly I have been doing a copy & paste method. 
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We first walked around the outside perimeter of the acreage (430 total acres).  It had trails made shady with huge trees 
& massive greenery & was bounded along one side with a city canal full of ducks.  There are several big buildings inside, 
most are used as Staff residences or Offices. 

    

  
 We spent the most time in the massive Greenhouse.  It had an unbelieveable variety of plant life.  And everything was 
healthy & mostly overgrown!  I was flabberghasted by the largest lily pads I have ever seen!  It was hard to know which 
direction to look – things were growing over, around, through, & under each other.   
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Occasionally I would recognize something, like the Frangipani (Plumeria), but most things were beyond my wildest 
imagination!!  Wikipedia states that there are over 16,000 plant species out-of-doors & over 4000 inside the 
greenhouses!  When I was reading about it after the fact, I saw that they have the Toromiro Tree that is now extinct on 
Easter Island, but exists here in the Greenhouse.  Wish I had known that before & would have looked for it!!! 
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I was so enjoying the close up of the bark of the cork tree, I almost missed that someone’s humor had gotten the best of 
them & they had decorated it with hanging wine corks!!!  Too funny! 
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There are supposed to be more than 1500 types of Orchids!!  Unfortunately most of them were not in bloom.  The ones 
that were, were amazing! 
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After wandering the area for a bit longer, it was finally time to check in.  The Scandic Crown was quite an interesting 
hotel.  It was built in a square with the interior of the hotel being open to a glass ceiling.  The rooms were fairly small, 
but functional & clean.  Our room faced the interior of the hotel with a view of the lobby, bar, & restaurant.  The loft 
area was a special area for the Scandic High pointers to get their free drinks & snacks.  You can just see the start of the 
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enormous breakfast area on the main floor.  The gym/sauna/swimming pool were on the top floor with views of the city 
in all directions! 

    

  
Still following their plan, we did a little unpacking, then hit the streets again to walk to the far edge of the city to wander 
the Liseberg Amusement park for entertainment & dinner!  The skyscrapers opposite the entrance are amazing.  They 
are connected by glassed in walkways high overhead & even a swimming pool with glass sides.  I think it would be rather 
disconcerting to think about folks down below seeing your body through the glass.  Wonder if they were aware of it? 
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The park itself reminded us of Busch Gardens in Florida, but it was crunched into a pretty small space.  The rides were all 
interlocked within each other.  It was really incredible to see how they had built them so intertwined.  And inbetween 
were amazing flower gardens.  The weather was perfect, so wandering the area & soaking up the happiness & joy all 
around us was awesome!  We never rode any rides, but we certainly enjoyed the heartstopping excitement from all the 
screams!  We found a place with views of an outdoor ballroom with salsa lessons on one side & a lagoon with ducks & 
boats on the other & just enjoyed a beer along with fish & chips! 
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Walking back to the hotel, we enjoyed a lovely multi color fountain light show, some interesting Swedish sculptures – 
what is this little girl riding??? – and Swedish version of Hear no Evil, See no Evil, Speak no Evil??  And I found a really 
cool shirt for George, but he wouldn’t let me buy it!  I figured it would make up for him not wanting to wear a tie!!! 
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Before we made it back to the hotel, we stopped at the Central Bus station to ask about how best to visit the Southern 
Archepeligo.  Gonna be a piece of cake.  Back at the hotel, we watched some more Dance shows before finally time to 
call the day to a close! 
 
Tomorrow is a really special day.  Don’t miss it! 
 
Love ya, 
 

Pamela & George  
********************************************************************************* 
Check out our web site! Hurd's Round Dance Home Page  
Check out our dance demo videos www.DanceRounds.info 
Look at pictures, videos, & Photo books on Shutterfly  http://pamspicts.shutterfly.com  
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pam@gphurd.com

From: pam@gphurd.com
Sent: Saturday, October 13, 2018 10:38 PM
To: 'pam@gphurd.com'
Subject: Swedish Sojourn 8 - Göteborg, the 2nd Day 

Hi Guys, 
 
Today was long & magical.  So many things to share.  Let’s not waste any time! 

    

   
The hotel breakfast was pretty impressive!  Hundreds of people down there, but at least 2 islands for each type of food – 
hot stuff like eggs, meats, mixed veges for one, waffles/pancakes on another, fruit on another, cheese/yogurts on 
another, breads/cereals on another.  It was wild!  But I was flabbergasted with the juice bar!  There was an ipad with a 
touch screen to request orange juice, water, apple juice, or exotic juice.  You placed your glass on the black circle & the 
requested liquid poured into it.  Magical!  Then we met up with Janne & Astrid in the lobby & off to the Central Station 
to pick up our tram/ferry 24 hour senior discount tickets.  For the one price of about $10 per person, we could use all 
City transportation for 24 hours.  We were planning to take full advantage of it! 
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The tram took about 40 minutes to get us across town & to the Ferry terminal with access to all the islands of the 
Southern Archipelago.  There was one boat waiting to load with a departure of 2 minutes.  Without too much thought, 
we decided to hop on board. 
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With absolutely perfect weather & absolutely perfect scenery – we started our day’s adventure!  This first ferry went to 
the first 2 islands out with just 3 stops, Asperö Norro, Asperö Östro & Brännö Rödsten.  About 45 minutes round trip.   
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The first island, Asperö has a population of only about 450 folks and like all the islands in the Southern Archipelago, it is 
car free.  The tourist bureau says it has walking paths, picturesque settlements and a scenic viewpoint from the top of 
Valen Hill.  We made 2 quick stops there, north & west docks. 
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The next island, Brännö is a little larger, both in population & area - 800 inhabitants & has farms & fishing to support 
it.  Although they were renting bikes at the dock, we were not planning on getting off, so just enjoyed the rocky scenery 
& were happy to start seeing swans!  George got attached by the Swedish flag when he wasn’t paying attention!   
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Back at the main dock, we found a larger boat that was heading to the furthest island on the daily ferry route, 
Vrångö.  We hopped on & headed out.   Notice all the sailing masts at the harbor as we left.  Do you think these folks like 
being on the water????  Looks like a pin cushion! 
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Our first stop was on the island of Styrsö, population of about 1500.  Remember I said the islands were all car 
free?  Well, we went under a bridge connecting Styrsö & Donsö.  I was puzzled over why they have a bridge, then as we 
went under it, I realized my error.  No CARS, but most of the residents have little 3 wheeled mopeds they call lastmoppe 
or golf carts!  The islands are pretty darn big area wise, so they do need some mode of transportation.   
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We crossed the short distance over to Donsö, When you read about it, they brag that there is “a” Bed & Breakfast if 
you want to stay the night!  It too has about 1500 residents.  Like most of the other islands, it has beaches & walking 
paths and a bakery!!  We kept on going!  I was surprised to see the water ambulance, but once I thought about it, it 
was inevitable.  Just hadn’t crossed my mind! 
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We wound our way through several small islands, just enjoying the smooth water & the gorgeous scenery.  The color of 
the water was awesome! 
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We continued on down to Vrångo, the southern most inhabited island of the archipelago.  Population of less than 400, 
but has a walking path through a Nature reserve & a chance to see some unusual flora & fauna!! 
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The burned ground cover throughout most of the walk showed how the summer drought has been striking here 
too.  There were still some pockets of greenery & berries were abundant, as well as what we assumed was 
heather?  Astrid pointed out the long line of ships across the horizon.  Seemed to be oil & cargo ships that must have 
been awaiting their turn at the shipping docks.  They stretched as far as we could see. 
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The trail circled around the outside edge of the island & back into the small community.  All the homes were really well 
constructed & all looked much the same.  There was an interesting looking church, but the doors were shut, so we didn’t 
try to see inside. 
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After such a hard working day (cough cough), we decided we deserved a cool one at the well placed café/bar with 
outdoor seating.  We had just experienced an absolutely perfect day in paradise!  Notice that Astrid couldn’t resist the 
good smelling coffee – the Swedes do definitely love their coffee!  And they certainly know how to make it!  If memory 
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serves me correctly, she said she would use her “beer” calories for an icecream!  But George & I enjoyed the beer and 
then had icecream too!  Probably explains why we both came back a few pounds heavier!! 

  

  

 
I got one really nice picture of our lovely café on Vrångo as we pulled away.  The cruise back was just as lovely.  I won’t 
bore you with the hundreds more pictures that I took of the water & the islands.  I probably took 25 photos of the 
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Swedish flag against the beautiful water.  I was in love with how that looked!!  On the way back, I noticed more fancy 
homes on the cliffs of the islands.  What a lovely view to have for your very own, huh?   

    

    

 
We got off the boat back at the central harbor & took the #11 Tram back towards the center of town.  There was still 
lots of Gothenborg to see, so we got off to continue our sightseeing.  First was the Haga district.   It is one of the only 
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districts left with wooden houses.  It was established in the mid-17th Century as a suburb that could be destroyed if 
needed by the crown or if there was a siege because it was outside the city walls of the fortress of Skansen Crown.  It’s 
been redeveloped & a lot of the old buildings have been restored.  Now it’s a thriving Tourist Mecca! 
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We saw the Skansen Crown fortress at the end of the street & decided to climb up to see the view of the city.  It was 
built towards the end of the 17th Century & equiped with 23 guns to protect the city from the Danes.  They were never 
used & now the building is used for conferences & private parties! 
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Next stop was the Feskekôrka (Fish Church).  It is a fish market established in November 1874.  It’s called a Church 
because that what it resembles!  And in a country that loves it’s fish, it is pretty appropriate!! 
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We ended the evening at Joe Farelli’s, a really great restaurant on the Avenyn in Göteborg!!  We asked who it was 
named for & they explained it was a New York Gangster!  I asked if our waitress was “packing?”  She thought that was 
really funny!  Who would have known we could find an absolutely fabulous pepperoni & jalapeno pizza here!  And 
George & I ate it all by ourselves!  Astrid had a beef & mushroom pasta & Janne had a HUGE hamburger.  There was an 
interesting incident.  The waitress was working hard at our table & the table next to us that had an older couple & a 
younger couple with a small boy.  After they had paid & were getting ready to walk out, our waitress came running up 
with a balloon for the little boy.  I thought that was really sweet. 
 
So ended our time in Göteborg!  We made our way back to the hotel & spent the evening watching Dance Shows!! 
 
Only a little more time left in Sweden!  Stay with us to finish it up! 
 
Love ya, 
 

Pamela & George  
********************************************************************************* 
Check out our web site! Hurd's Round Dance Home Page  
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Check out our dance demo videos www.DanceRounds.info 
Look at pictures, videos, & Photo books on Shutterfly  http://pamspicts.shutterfly.com  
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pam@gphurd.com

From: pam@gphurd.com
Sent: Saturday, October 13, 2018 11:15 PM
To: 'pam@gphurd.com'
Subject: Swedish Sojourn - 9 - Öland & back to US

Hello Everyone, 
 
We still have more adventures to cover & I have been entirely too long winded.  Let’s get this finished. 

  

 
After a lovely breakfast at the hotel, we loaded up & drove back to Karlskrona.  After our fabulous 10 day vacation of 
sunshine, the party was over – it was a wet, dreary, cool day!  How did we get to lucky to have had yesterday for our 
ferry out to the islands?  Amazing!  Anyway, the drive back was several hours, but with our trusty driver Janne & his 
superb navigator, Astrid, we were back home in no time.  We did laundry & got things pretty much packed up so that we 
could spend the following day on a tour of Öland with Åke & Birgitta!  But speaking of driver & navigator, I have to 
mention that getting around Göteborg had been AMAZING!  Astrid mentioned that Janne had this internal GPS system & 
boy, we can agree with that.  Apparently he had been in this city many years ago while in the military, but it had been 
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years!  He never looked at a map & was guiding us up & down streets with explanations about everything.  He was as 
good as any tour guide we’ve ever had!  It was really impressive! 

    

   
Back in 2009, we were working with Square Dance caller, Dave Wilson & his wife Alex.  They were managing a camping 
resort called Bödabaden on the island of Öland.  There was a dance hall venue there & different callers & cuers came out 
during the summers & ran teaching schools.  This had gone one for many years.  Dave & Alex asked us to plan on coming 
out in Jul 2010.  Unfortunately, there was an upset in ownership and Dave & Alex lost access to the resort.  We were 
really disappointed, but understood that circumstances were out of their control.  Luckily for us, another teaching 
couple (Inge Carlsson & Anthea van Santen – that’s another whole story as Anthea died just before we got there & we 
ended the event with a memorial to her!!) stepped in and organized for the event to take place at another venue, so as 
things happened, we still went over in July 2010 & worked the 2 weeks in Hallstahammar, Sweden.   Everyone stayed in 
local hotels/hostels & we danced & ate at a community center.   Since then, we went over again in 2012 to work in 
Karlskrona & then this time.  I mentioned all of that because we have always heard of Öland & Bödabaden, but have 
neither seen the resort or even been over to the island!  Finally we will see the place that we have heard of so many 
many times with such love!  We crossed the 6 km Öland Bridge which was built in 1972.  The island is on east side of the 
country & separated from it by the Kalmar Straight in the Baltic Sea.  It has a population of about 27,000.  It is 85 miles 
long & almost 10 miles wide at the widest point.   
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Our first stop was the Visitor’s Center at the base of the bridge.  Gave us all a chance for a potty stop! 
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We almost immediately started seeing the windmills that dot the countryside.  Apparently in the mid 1900’s, there were 
more than 2000 of them on the island – actively being used by all the farms on the island.  Now, they are just remnants 
of history.  And speaking of remnants, the Borgholm castle, originally built in the 1300’s & rebuilt many times since, 
thrusts up from the flat scenery near the parking lot of Sollidens Slott, the Royal Families Summer Estate. 
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We entered the Summer Palace & first stopped for coffee & some yummy pastries – why oh why didn’t I get any 
pictures???  Then into the grounds & through the little gift shop & museum. 
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Although the palace itself is not all that huge or ostentatious, the grounds are amazing!  Even Ichi, (Åke & Birgitta’s dog) 
approved!! 
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The flowers were absolutely fabulous!  Even with the horrendous job they had to have had because of the drought, they 
had managed to keep the place amazing. 
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The remainder of the grounds were just as spectacular.  There were 4 special gardens that were a part of a contest for 
best garden & a special garden with a lovely fountain.  The “backyard” was a fabulous expanse of green.  All immaculate 
& perfect! 
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Now we headed to the northern tip of the island (passing another iconic windmill!!) & finally – there it is – the 
memorable dance campground!  They even took us across the street to see the amazing white sand beach on the east 
side of the island & directly across the street from the venue.  No wonder this place was so magical!!  It was really sad to 
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see it – apparently the area is no longer in use – there were old washing machines stored on the dance floor.  Truly 
heartbreaking! 

  

  

 
On the way back south, we stopped at the dancer’s favorite bakery & coffee shop (bought some bread!) & saw the little 
community church. 
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Although totally flat, the pastoral scenery was gorgeous.  Such a picturesque island.  So happy we got to see it!  Thanks 
Åke & Birgitta! 
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Our final stop for the day was in Borgholm.  There were lots of outdoor restaurants & we enjoyed our meal & got to do 
some people watching too.  As we wandered the town after eating, we came upon a stage setup with a band playing 
Elvis Presley music!  There was a huge crowd & all seemed really happy & loving the weather & the music!  Ichi 
introduced himself to that big St Bernard while we weren’t looking!  Luckily it was friendly & lazy!  We admired the 
hydrangeas on our way back to the car.  Amazing color, huh? 
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The sunset reached max color as we were crossing the bridge back to the mainland.  Made for a memorable view!!! 
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On our last full day in Sweden, they lifted the burn ban for personal grills!  So Janne took advantage of it & cooked us up 
some steaks.  Woo Hoo!  What a last meal!  Thank you Janne!  The perfect weather had continued too, so got to sit 
outside & visit one last time.  Åke & Birgitta came over too.  It was a wonderful last memory! 
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The next morning Janne & Astrid took us to the train station for our trip to the airport in Copenhagen!  While we waited 
for the train,  we walked around the city park at the station.  Flowers were beautiful.  Had a lovely day to finish!!!  Åke & 
Birgitta even came for our send off!! 
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And so it ends for this trip!!  Good bye to such wonderful friends!  Can’t wait for our next visit there in 2021!!! 
 
Thank you all for joining me & I hope it made you want to visit Sweden!  Fabulous country filled with fabulous people!! 
 
Love ya, 
 

Pamela & George  
********************************************************************************* 
Check out our web site! Hurd's Round Dance Home Page  
Check out our dance demo videos www.DanceRounds.info 
Look at pictures, videos, & Photo books on Shutterfly  http://pamspicts.shutterfly.com  
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